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Sustainable NOx production from air in pulsed
plasma: elucidating the chemistry behind the
low energy consumption†
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N-Based fertilisers are paramount to support our still-growing world population. Current industrial N2

fixation is heavily fossil fuel-dependent, therefore, a lot of work is put into the development of fossil-free

pathways. Plasma technology offers a fossil-free and flexible method for N2 fixation that is compatible with

renewable energy sources. We present here a pulsed plasma jet for direct NOx production from air. The

pulsed power allows for a record-low energy consumption (EC) of 0.42 MJ (mol N)−1. This is the lowest

reported EC in plasma-based N2 fixation at atmospheric pressure thus far. We compare our experimental

data with plasma chemistry modelling, and obtain very good agreement. Hence, we can use our model to

explain the underlying mechanisms responsible for this low EC. The pulsed power and the corresponding

pulsed gas temperature are the reason for the very low EC: they provide a strong vibrational–translational

non-equilibrium and promote the non-thermal Zeldovich mechanism. This insight is important for the

development of the next generation of plasma sources for energy-efficient NOx production.

Introduction

Transforming atmospheric, chemically inert N2 into reactive,
or accessible, nitrogen (N2 fixation) is a crucial step in produ-
cing fertilisers for the world-wide agricultural sector. Though
nature provides fixated N2 via microorganism activity, the ever-
growing world population demands more fixed N2 than the
earth can naturally provide. About 232 million tonnes of fixed
N2 would be needed per year by 2050, as projected by Bodirsky
et al.1 To compare, biological N2 fixation is estimated to fix
100–175 million tonnes of N2 per year.

2

Over the past century, fertilisers and base chemicals like
ammonia (NH3) have been avidly produced synthetically to
make up for the high demand. Currently 50% of the world’s
population depends on the production of said fixed N2 in the
form of NH3 through the Haber–Bosch (HB) process.3 While
this process plays a crucial role in food and base chemical pro-
duction, it consumes 1.8% of the world’s energy supply4 and
relies on fossil fuels (natural gas) both as energy provider and
source of H2.

5 Thus, while a synthetic N2 fixation process is
necessary, the current industrial HB process does not fit into
the concept of sustainable production.

Due to its great economic importance, the HB process has
been extensively optimised over the last 100 years and is cur-
rently the most energy-efficient process for NH3 synthesis.
There are no easy reductions in energy consumption left; bet-
tering the way N2 is fixed requires drastic changes in the
technology as well as process innovation.

Noteworthily, currently the commercial production of acti-
vated N2 chemicals predominantly uses the NH3 produced by
the HB process as a basis. For example, nitric acid (HNO3), one
of the main constituents of nitrogen-based and some potass-
ium-based fertilisers and one of the world’s 15 largest com-
modity chemicals,6 is commercially produced via the Ostwald
process, which converts NH3 into HNO3 in two steps via NOx

7

(Fig. 1). The production of HNO3 is therefore directly limited
by NH3 production through the HB process. This is why half of
the world’s population depends on one single chemical
process.

Naturally, there is a growing interest in alternative or comp-
lementary processes for N2 fixation, such as enzyme-based,
plasma-based, and (electro)catalytic methods with both hetero-
geneous and homogeneous catalysts.8,9 Among the different
techniques mentioned, plasma-based N2 fixation is particu-
larly appealing because of its flexibility and synergy with sus-
tainable energy sources.8,10–13

Plasma is most commonly produced by applying an electric
field to a gas, causing gas breakdown, resulting in the pro-
duction of a range of reactive species, including electrons,
ions, radicals, excited species and photons.10 Fig. 1 shows the
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different types of plasma-based N2 fixation pathways into NOx

and NH3 by means of different N2/O2/H2O/H2 gas combi-
nations: (1) NOx can be formed in plasma from an N2/O2 feed
gas in different ratios,14,15 of which the most accessible is air,
but it can also be formed in other common N2/H2O and N2/O2/
H2O combinations, like air16 and N2 containing water
vapour.17 Note that NOx can be used directly in the production
of HNO3

11 (see above) or can be reduced post-plasma for the
production of NH3.

12 (2) NH3 is mostly produced in plasma
from N2/H2 using catalysts,13 but can also be formed via
plasma treatment of humid (i.e., water vapour-containing)
air,16 humid N2 or N2/O2/H2O/H2 in other ratios.17 Recent
reports also describe N2 fixation into N-doped quantum
dots.18

Using plasma tackles a major problem of the current indus-
trial HB process. Indeed, despite major efforts to electrify the
HB process,13 it is still mainly fossil fuel dependent, inflexible,
and only truly energy-efficient at a large scale. Plasma-based
processes, on the other hand, are electricity-based, flexible,
and can operate on a small scale for decentralisation.11 The
mentioned flexibility implies that plasmas are easily turned
on/off (turnkey process). The fact that plasmas only need elec-
tricity as the energy source combines well with renewable (e.g.
solar) electricity, by providing peak shaving and grid stabilis-
ation.10 Additionally, small scale plasma reactors can produce
fertilisers on the sites where they are needed, reducing trans-
port costs together with increasing availability of fertilisers in
remote areas.19 Thus, a commercial plasma-based N2 fixation
process would imply a green and energy-efficient fertiliser and
base chemicals production that is: (1) carbon-neutral, and (2)
compatible with renewable energy sources. The first plasma-
based N2 fixation process was introduced in the beginning of

the 20th century by Birkeland and Eyde, who converted air
into NO through a thermal arc furnace (1–2% yield at an
energy consumption (EC) of 2.41 MJ (mol N)−1).20 More than a
century later, a wide range of plasma types have been studied
for plasma-based NOx production, driven by the need for an
alternative to the current industrial process, including thermal
plasmas,20,21 spark discharges,22,23 radio-frequency dis-
charges,24 laser-produced discharges,25 corona discharges,22,26

glow discharges,27,28 (packed bed) dielectric barrier
discharges,27,29 microwave discharges,30–34 different types of
arc discharges14,15,19,27,35–37 (including pulsed arc and gliding
arc) and plasma jets in contact with water.26,38 An overview of
the reported EC and product concentrations is given in the
Results and discussion section. The NOx concentration is gen-
erally in the 1% range (0.1–14.0%), while the EC spans over a
very large range (0.28–1673 MJ (mol N)−1). Important to note,
the best performance values apply to low-pressure plasma reac-
tors, and did not account for the energy required to maintain
low pressure and cooling of the reactor; moreover, these values
(1980s)33 have not been reproduced since then. In general, to
the best of our knowledge, the theoretical minimum EC for
plasma-based NOx production (0.2 MJ (mol N)−1) has not yet
been reached. The best values reported for atmospheric-
pressure plasmas apply to gliding arc reactors (2.4–3.6 MJ (mol
N)−1).14,15,19,36,37,39 and recently, record values of 2 MJ (mol
N)−1 have been reported by Kelly and Bogaerts in an atmos-
pheric pressure MW plasma.34

A number of literature reports discuss the underlying
chemical mechanisms, either purely experimental26 or sup-
ported by modelling.14,15,36,37 It is generally known that
the most energy-efficient pathway to NOx is via the non-
thermal Zeldovich mechanism promoted by vibrational

Fig. 1 Scheme of the current and plasma-based alternative routes for the production of synthetic fertilisers. The orange lines show the current
route (Haber–Bosch + Ostwald), the green lines show the plasma-based processes with a variety of feed gas combinations. The black dash-dotted
lines show the main energy source for both processes, i.e., fossil fuel-based on the left (natural gas) and electricity-based on the right. The dashed
purple line indicates the subject of this work. UAN is a urea and NH4NO3 (ammonium nitrate) based fertiliser.
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excitation.10,11,14,15,26,36 (Reactions (R1) and (R2); where g and
v stand for the ground state and the vibrationally excited states
of the molecule, respectively. The mechanism (R1 and R2)
inherently includes the thermal Zeldovich mechanism.)

O2ðv; gÞ þ N ! NOþ O ðR1Þ
N2ðv; gÞ þ O ! NOþ N ðR2Þ

Vibrationally excited molecules decrease the activation
energy barrier, facilitating the reaction.10 The Zeldovich mecha-
nism can thus be exploited by overpopulation of the vibrational
levels. A so-called “vibrational–translational (V–T) non-equili-
brium” can be induced through pulsing27,40 and low values of
the reduced electric field.36 Exploiting the non-thermal
Zeldovich mechanism to achieve the theoretical minimum EC
in practice is one of the holy grails in plasma-based NOx pro-
duction research. Furthermore, besides the direct formation of
NOx, minimising its destruction via back reactions and maxi-
mising the fraction of gas treated by the plasma are two
common challenges in this research field.11,14,15

In this work, we present a combined computational and
experimental study of a pulsed plasma jet operating in air –

the so-called Soft Jet.41,42 The pulsing plasma (i.e., plasma
with pulsed power) is attractive because pulsing helps to reach
V–T non-equilibrium at atmospheric pressure,40,43,44 required
to achieve the theoretical minimum EC for plasma-based NOx

production of 0.2 MJ (mol N)−1.45,46 To date, no dedicated
study – neither experimental nor computational – has been
performed to elucidate the underlying mechanisms of NOx for-
mation induced by pulsing plasmas in dry air.

We show that our Soft Jet plasma exhibits a very low EC (ca.
0.42 MJ (mol N)−1) for NOx production, and we try to elucidate
the underlying mechanisms, by experiments and modelling, to
gain insight into the role of pulsing in the plasma chemistry,
and consequently its effect on this low EC. The aim of our
work is to address the applicability of plasma technology, by
discussing how detailed insights in the underlying mecha-
nisms can be used to improve the NOx yield and EC in plasma-
based N2 fixation.

Experimental
Plasma setup

A photograph of the Soft Jet is presented in Fig. 2a, and sche-
matically shown in Fig. 2b. A powered needle is ringed by a
tipped quartz capillary (outer diameter 5 mm and inner dia-
meter 2 mm, at the widest part) and contained in a metal
tube. A metal nozzle is screwed on the top and acts as the
ground electrode and outlet of the jet (outlet diameter
1.2 mm). The quartz in between the inlet gas and the metal
tube acts as a dielectric spacer (see Fig. 2b). The feed gas is
supplied through the quartz capillary and leaves the jet via the
nozzle tip. Compressed dry air (Air Liquide Alphagaz 1, purity
≥ 99.999%) is introduced into the Soft Jet. The gas flow rates
are controlled by a Bronkhorst EL-FLOW® F-201CV mass flow
controller (MFC) and range from 0.4 to 2.0 L min−1.

Voltage–current (V–I) waveforms and plasma power

The voltage–current (V–I) waveform of the Soft Jet is plotted in
the ESI; Fig. S.1.† On a large time scale (Fig. S.1a†) the Soft Jet
produces short (26.3 ms) sequences of pulses (“pulse trains”)
with a longer pulse-off time in between (149.9 ms). One pulse
train consists of 4420 pulses with the current and voltage
characteristics shown in Fig. S.1b and c.† As demonstrated in
our previous work,17 the current and voltage waveforms during
a pulse train are close to sinusoidal in shape17 (Fig. S.1c†). The
discharge mechanism is similar to a low current spark operat-
ing in a pulsed mode.17,47 Through emission spectroscopy, it
was observed that plasma emission is only detected during the
small peaks in the V–I waveform, which means the plasma is
only formed for a short duration (0.74 µs) during the small V–I
peaks. This is confirmed by the lack of optical emission (radi-
ation) by the plasma-generated species during the interpulse
time (5.21 µs).17 Fig. S.1† shows two representative ICCD
images, i.e., (I) during the pulse and (II) during the interpulse,
to support this. The measured power of one pulse (5.11 W, i.e.
the power reached during a pulse; see Section S.1† for detailed
description of the calculation) does not equal the power put
into the system. Indeed, there is a pulse train only during
14.9% of the time, and within this pulse train there is only a
pulse during 12.4% of the time. Hence, the total duty cycle of
the Soft Jet is merely 1.9% (12.4% × 14.9%), meaning the
plasma power consumption of the Soft Jet is only 0.1 W.17

We note that the power used for the calculation of the EC
refers to the plasma power, which does not equal the applied
power but the part of the total power directly dissipated during
the plasma pulse. The remaining power was not accounted for
in the EC calculation. This approach is custom in plasma
research,48,49 where the focus is on the efficiency and charac-
teristics of the plasma itself, as opposed to the optimization of
the power source which is a field on its own. Details on this

Fig. 2 (a) Side view of the Soft Jet. The dashed lines indicate parts that
are located on the inside. The plasma effluent (afterglow) is manually
drawn in purple as it would not be clearly visible in a picture. (b)
Schematic of the inside of the Soft Jet, with some dimensions. The
dashed arrow lines indicate the gas flow direction through the jet.
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plasma power measurement can be found in ESI, Section S.1.†
Henceforth, the term power will always refer to plasma power.

For clarification: there exist several viewpoints for the power
calculation. Depending on the engineering purpose, the power
can be defined as electrical power of the wall plug, power deli-
vered to the reactor, or power absorbed in the plasma
(Fig. S.2†). The exact methodology of power calculations is
therefore in many ways defined by the application. In this
work, and many other plasma chemistry works, the focus is on
the chemical efficiency of the plasma, i.e. the power consumed
during the plasma pulses, is used for energy cost calculation,
while the total wall plug power is not considered. We acknowl-
edge that optimising the electrical features of the plasma
setup is an important task, but it lies outside the immediate
scope of our work.

Our experiments revealed that the waveforms and other
plasma ignition parameters are virtually independent of the
gas composition for N2, humid N2, air and humid air.17

Therefore, here we apply our previous results of the diagnostics
obtained in N2 and humid N2, for the dry air plasma used in
our current work. The detailed diagnostics of the Soft Jet are
found elsewhere.17

Analysis of the plasma-treated gas

The plasma-treated gas (consisting of the products and uncon-
verted feed gas) was analysed by Fourier-transform infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR) using a Matrix-MG2 Bruker FTIR spectro-
meter, enabling the quantitative analysis of the concentrations
of NO, NO2, N2O5, N2O, and ozone. The optical path length
inside the gas cell was 5.0 m and the absolute calibrations
were performed by Bruker. Spectra were obtained with an
average of 50 scans with a resolution of 0.5 cm−1.

The experiments were performed in triplicates for each flow
rate and the average was taken over a 15 min measurement
period chosen to stabilise the FTIR measurements. The system
was flushed thoroughly with air for at least 15 min in between
measurements. The reported concentrations and error bars are
the weighted average of this set of three measurements.

Energy consumption (EC) calculation

Using the plasma power (P) and the total NOx concentration,
the EC was calculated according to eqn (1). The EC is

expressed in MJ (mol N)−1, where mol N is the amount of
nitrogen fixed.

EC ½MJmol�1 N�1� ¼ P ½W �
mol of NOx produced per second ½mol s�1�
� 1
106 ½JMJ�1�

ð1Þ

Model description
Quasi-1D plasma chemical kinetics model

To gain insight into the gas phase chemistry taking place in the
Soft Jet, we developed a quasi-1D chemical kinetics model
within the Zero-Dimensional (0D) Plasma Kinetics solver,
ZDPlasKin.50 The model calculates among others the NOx con-
centration and reveals the underlying mechanisms. The den-
sities of the various plasma species are obtained as a function
of time by numerically solving the continuity equation (see
Section S.2.1 in the ESI†) for each species included in the
model (Table 1), taking into account the production and loss
terms by the chemical reactions. This type of modelling allows
to describe an extensive chemistry without extreme compu-
tational load. To account for spatial variations, the time depen-
dence of the model (“batch reactor”) is transformed into a
spatial dependence (“plug flow reactor”) using a gas velocity
profile through the Soft Jet, as explained in Section S.2.2 of the
ESI.† This velocity profile is determined by CFD calculations
(Section S.2.3 of the ESI†). The plasma characteristics thus vary
as a function of the distance travelled by the gas through the
Soft Jet. In essence, this transforms the time-dependent 0D
model into a quasi-1D model. More detailed information on the
model and the equations can be found in the ESI (Section S.2†).

The quasi-1D model starts with a plasma zone, wherein the
molecules experience the pulse train. The number of pulses
depends on the gas flow rate, and thus the residence time in
the plasma: a longer residence time means the gas encounters
more pulses (320 pulses at a gas flow rate of 0.1 L min−1; 15
pulses at 2.0 L min−1). The gas temperature profile and the
power profile as a function of time, as experienced by the
molecules, were used as input in the model to simulate the
pulses, and are plotted in Fig. 3a. Details on how they were

Table 1 Species included in the model

N2 species
Neutral ground state molecules and atoms N2, N
Ions N+, N2

+, N3
+, N4

+

Vibrationally excited molecules N2(v1 − v24)
Electronically excited molecules or atoms N2(A

3∑þ
u ), N2(B

3∏g), N2(C
3∏u) and N2(a′

1∑�
u ), N(2D), N(2P)

NxOy species
NO, N2O, NO2, NO3, N2O5, N2O3, N2O4, NO

+, N2O
+, NO2

+, NO−, N2O
−, NO2

−, NO3
−, N2O2

+

O2 species
Neutral ground state molecules and atoms O2, O3, O
Ions O−, O2

−, O3
−, O4

−, O+, O2
+, O4

+

Vibrationally excited molecules O2(v1 − v15)
Electronically excited molecules or atoms O(1D), O(1S), O2(a

1Δ), O2(b
1∑+) and a combination of three states,

i.e. O2(A
3∑+, C3Δ, c1∑−) at a threshold energy of 4.5 eV.
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deduced from the voltage waveform, experiments are provided
in the ESI (Section S.2.2.2†). In short, the power deposited in
the plasma, considering that the plasma is only formed during
the peak (= one pulse) of the voltage-waveform corresponds to
5.11 W for the duration of the pulse. In between the pulses
(i.e. the so-called interpulse period), the power was set to 10%
of the peak power (details in ESI: Sections S.2.2.2a and c†).

The gas temperature profile in the plasma is based on
optical emission spectroscopy (OES) measurements by a line
of sight looking straight into the Soft Jet and is virtually inde-
pendent of flow rate, as reported in our recent work.17 We
chose OES as the only way to measure the discharge tempera-
ture, due to the geometric constraints. OES is a well-estab-
lished technique for monitoring the plasma temperature,51–54

and the spectral band used is representative for the gas temp-
erature under the conditions of our experiments.52 We refer to
our previous works for a detailed description of the OES meth-
odology. The temperature during the pulses, i.e. the gas temp-
erature of the plasma arc is 1750 ± 150 K. This was found to be
the same within the error margin (ca. 150 K), for the entire
range of flow rates investigated (0.2–2 L min−1). There are a

variety of processes including heat exchange, arc elongation,
possible arc constriction and even rotation that could result in
a change of gas temperature of the plasma as the flow
changes. Based on the OES measurements, we can conclude
that these processes are not dominant, or counteract each
other, and therefore do not influence the gas temperature of
the plasma to a degree which would be experimentally observa-
ble. One possible explanation is as follows: the constant gas
temperature is representative of the fact that there are a
number of mechanisms of gas heating at play. Indeed, as the
flow rate increases, the arc compresses but also elongates,
resulting in a constant energy deposition in the arc. The arc
elongation does not significantly increase the voltage due to
the low power dissipation and low resistivity of the discharge.
Note, the change in flow could result in other more elaborate
changes in arc dynamics, such as rotation, which influences
the heat transfer as well. The full detailed study of the arc
dynamics would require either full-scale 3D modelling or
direct optical access to the arc region which is not possible in
the current configuration of the plasma reactor. As the inter-
pulse gas temperature could not be measured directly due to
the small time scale of the pulses, the gas temperature during
the interpulse period was set to an exponential decay to 330 K
in accordance with the average gas temperature measured by
Rayleigh scattering in the afterglow17 This approximation was
found valid through a sensitivity test described in ESI, Section
S.2.2.2b.† (See Fig. 3a, and details in ESI: Section S.2.2.2b and
Fig. S.5.†)

The plasma zone with the pulse train is followed by an
afterglow, i.e. outside of the jet nozzle, where post-plasma reac-
tions can take place. In this region, the power was set to zero
and the gas temperature profile for each flow rate was calcu-
lated based on Rayleigh-gas temperature measurements by a
line of sight perpendicular to the Soft Jet.17 In reality, the
temperature decrease in the afterglow is flow rate dependent
and likely due to the change of heat transfer at higher flow
rates, which is governed by the interplay between elongation
and restriction of the arc. Indeed, as the flow rate increases,
the afterglow temperature decreases. In the model, this is
approximated by one temperature profile, based on the avail-
able experimental data. The full approach is explained in the
ESI (Sections S.1.2, S.2.2.2c and Fig. S.6†). Measuring the
temperature in the afterglow with a thermocouple is not poss-
ible. Indeed, it resulted in broadening of the plasma effluent,
and in plasma arcing onto the thermocouple (see ESI,
Fig. S.3†), rendering the measurements invalid.

We would like to note that the methods used for tempera-
ture measurements of the plasma arc (OES) and the afterglow
(Rayleigh scattering) are complementary: due to geometrical
constraints, Rayleigh scattering cannot be applied to study the
arc, while OES cannot be used to study the gas temperature in
the afterglow due to very low (almost negligible) emission of
the afterglow.

Due to the short pulse duration, the time-averaged tempera-
ture of the jet never exceeds 390 K. This means that even
though on a microscopic the temperature drops from 1750 to

Fig. 3 (a) Input plasma parameters in the model, i.e., gas temperature
and power for two pulses. (b) Calculated plasma characteristics, i.e.,
electron temperature, electron density and reduced electric field, as cal-
culated in the model, for air composition (80/20 N2/O2) and feed gas
flow rate 1 L min−1. The vertical grey dashed lines indicate the pulse and
interpulse times.
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room temperature over 10 mm, on a macroscopic scale this
temperature drop is due to the cooling through heat exchange
with surrounding cooler gas and is not as substantial (i.e.,
from approximately from 330–390 K Troom = 308 K). This temp-
erature drop agrees well with the literature reports on this
phenomenon.55,56

The thermal diagnostics provide us sufficient information
on the temperature behaviour in the plasma and in the after-
glow, allowing to model a large chemistry set without solving
for the heat balance in the model itself. This is a justified but
considerate simplification to gain more insight into the under-
lying chemistry while keeping the computational resources
feasible. Although not needed in the quasi-1D model, a full
heat balance would provide interesting insight. However, it is a
topic of a separate study, outside the scope of this work. Just
like in the experiments, the model considers only a fraction of
the gas being plasma-treated by a pulse train, while the other
molecules do not pass through the actual plasma zone. In
practice, we have accounted for this by multiplying the calcu-
lated reactive plasma species densities by the effective treat-
ment fraction of 3.0%, as estimated from the experiments (for
the calculations, see ESI: Section S.2.2.1†).

Results and discussion
NOx production and energy consumption (EC)

The Soft Jet produces NO and NO2 at every flow rate investi-
gated (0.4–2.0 L min−1). As the flow rate increases, the NO con-
centration drops, due to the shorter residence time of the gas
in the plasma (Fig. 4; dotted green curve). The NO2 concen-
tration remains approximately constant, but is considerably
lower than the NO concentration at all flow rates. It is known
from previous studies of NOx production in plasma that NO2 is
formed from NO.14,15 As the equilibrium between NO and NO2

is reached more quickly than the time needed to initially form
NO, the NO/NO2 ratio is lower at high flow rates (short resi-
dence time) compared to low flow rates (long residence time).

The FTIR spectra confirm there is no production of O3,
N2O5, N2O3, N2O and NO3 at the investigated flow rates. In
other words, we see a good selectivity towards NO/NO2, which
can be used directly for fertiliser and base chemical
production.

The minimum EC in the Soft Jet of 0.42 ± 0.03 MJ (mol N)−1

is reached at 1.5 L min−1. Indeed, because the concentration
stays constant between 1.2 and 1.5 L min−1, even though the
residence time is shorter at higher flow rates, a minimum in
the EC is reached (Fig. 4; orange curve), corresponding to a
maximum NOx production rate of 28.4 ± 0.4 mg h−1 (see ESI:
Fig. S.9† for the production rates at all gas feed flow rates). To
the best of our knowledge, such a low EC – close to the theore-
tical minimum EC of 0.2 MJ (mol N)−1 (cf. Introduction) – has
never been reported up to now in atmospheric-pressure
plasmas. In the next section we discuss these results in the
framework of the state of the art.

The calculated NOx concentration (Fig. 4; full black curve)
as a function of flow rate is in good agreement with the experi-
mental data (dotted black curve), both in trend and absolute
values. The calculated NO2 concentration is underestimated
(<1 ppm at all investigated flow rates), however rather than
tuning the reaction rate constants to account for this underes-
timation, we prefer using only reliable scientific works that
investigated reaction rate constants. Indeed, we do not know
what exact (combination of) reaction rate constants might be
slightly over- or underestimated, and tuning the rate constants
in order to reach a better agreement would therefore not have
a strong scientific basis. In any case, we only compare the total
NOx concentration, because the oxidation of NO into NO2 can
still occur after the plasma or in the gas tubing to the FTIR,
which is not included in the model.

Finally, just like in the experiments, there is no production
of O3, N2O5, N2O3, N2O and NO3 in the model. This means our
model can predict the chemistry of the Soft Jet fairly well, in a
wide range of flow rates, and therefore can be used to gain a
deeper understanding of the mechanisms that lie at the base
of this very energy-efficient NOx production (see Mechanisms
of energy-efficient NOx production in pulsed plasma section).

Comparison with the state of the art

As mentioned above, to our knowledge the EC obtained in our
Soft Jet is by far the lowest value reported in literature for
plasma-based NOx production at atmospheric pressure. The
NOx or NO concentrations and associated EC reported in
various plasma types in literature are summarised in Table 2.
As mentioned before, microwave plasmas at reduced pressure
(0.01–0.07 atm) show the best performance out of all the
reported works, in terms of both NOx concentration and
EC.32,33,57 The EC of microwave plasmas at reduced pressure,
however, would be considerably higher if it would also account
for the energy required to maintain low pressure and cooling
of the reactor, which is not the case. Furthermore, the reduced

Fig. 4 NO, NO2 and total NOx (dashed lines) concentration as
measured by FTIR, calculated total NOx concentration (black; full line)
and measured EC (orange; right y-axis) as a function of the feed gas
flow rate. Error bars are plotted but are barely visible at most flow rates.
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pressure operation makes them also less appealing for indus-
trial exploitation.

The very low EC reached with our Soft Jet shows that values
close to the theoretical minimum EC for plasma-based NOx

production at atmospheric pressure can be achieved in prac-
tice. Although the Soft Jet as is cannot be used in most applied
settings directly, because of the rather low NOx concentration
achieved, the knowledge about the low EC close to the theore-
tical minimum is highly beneficial, as properties of the Soft Jet
that lie at the base of this low EC can be used to inform
further research.

Mechanisms of energy-efficient NOx production in pulsed
plasma

In literature, the positive influence of pulsed plasma in N2 fix-
ation (either due to arc rotation15,37 or by pulsing the power,40

like the Soft Jet),19,27,32,59 has been reported, and to a certain
extent their physical characteristics have been studied.44,62–64

However, because the reported plasma reactors are so different
in performance and type, isolating the function of pulsing and
determining whether or not and how significantly it enhances
the energy efficiency of NOx formation is challenging.
Therefore, the knowledge of pulse-driven chemistry is very
limited.65,66 Our model allows us to elucidate the underlying
mechanisms for our pulsed plasma source, which will provide
us general insight in the role of pulsing for reaching the most
energy-efficient plasma-based NOx formation.

Conditions for energy-efficient NOx production. To under-
stand the benefits of pulsing, we first need to clarify the differ-
ence between thermal and non-thermal plasmas. In thermal
plasmas, the heavy species (gas molecules, radicals, …) and elec-
trons are in thermal equilibrium (i.e., same temperature), and a
large fraction of the input energy (plasma power) is lost to gas
heating. The high gas temperature (Tg ∼ 104 K) not only increases
the EC, but can also impede effective gas conversion by destroy-
ing the products formed.46 In “warm” (or quasi-thermal)
plasmas, the electron temperature (around 1 eV) higher than the
temperature of the heavy species, but the latter still can reach
several thousands of Kelvin.11 This electron temperature is ideal
for efficient vibrational excitation of N2 molecules,10,36 which is
the most efficient path for dissociation and for energy-efficient
NOx formation through the vibrationally-enhanced Zeldovich
mechanism (see reactions (R1) and (R2) in the Introduction). On
the other hand, the relatively high gas temperature reduces the
vibrational population by vibrational–translational (V–T) relax-
ation, i.e., collisions of the vibrational levels with ground state
molecules, causing further gas heating.37,40 Finally, in non-
thermal plasmas, the gas temperature remains near room temp-
erature, but the electron temperature is several eV, so the energy
put into the plasma is used for gas conversion instead of gas
heating.10 However, the electron temperature is typically too high
for efficient vibrational excitation of N2 molecules.

The holy grail in energy-efficient plasma-based NOx pro-
duction is thus to find plasma conditions which generate an

Table 2 Overview of the different reported NOx concentrations and associated EC in various types of plasma reactors in literature. More elaborate
discussions on the state of the art of plasma-based NOx production can be found in the papers of Bogaerts & Neyts,10 Jardali et al.15 and
Rouwenhorst et al.11

Plasma type Concentration (%) (products) EC (MJ (mol N)−1) Ref.

Electric arc (Birkeland–Eyde) 2 (NO) 2.4–3.1 20 and 21
Electric arc with water injection 4.7 (NO) 3.5 58
Exploding water jet discharge 1 (NOx) 47 26
Spark discharge — (NO and NO2) 20.27 and 40 22
Transient spark discharge — (NO and NO2) 8.6 23
Pin-to-plane ns-pulsed spark discharge — (NO and NO2) 5.0–7.7 27
Pulsed arc discharge — (NOx) 10.6 59
Radio-frequency crossed discharge (HNO3) (NO and NO2) 24–108 24
Laser-produced discharge — (NO and NO2) 8.9 25
(Positive/negative) DC corona discharge (NO and NO2) 1057/1673 22
Pulsed corona discharge (HNO3) 186 26
Shielded sliding discharge 0.1 (NOx) 15.4 60
Pin-to-plane DC glow discharge (NO and NO2) 7 27
Pin-to-pin DC glow discharge 0.7 (NO and NO2) 2.8 28
Dielectric barrier discharge 0.6 (NO and NO2) 56–140 27
Packed dielectric barrier discharge (γ-Al2O3) 0.5 (NO and NO2) 18 29
DC plasma arc jet 6.5 (NO and NO2) 3.6 61
Propeller arc 0.4 (NO and NO2) 4.2 27
Pulsed milli-scale gliding arc 1–2 (NO and NO2) 2.8–4.8 19 and 36
Gliding arc plasmatron 1.5 (NO and NO2) 3.6 14
Rotating gliding arc 5.4 (NO and NO2) 2.5 15
Atmospheric pressure microwave plasma 3.8 (NOx) 2.0 34
Microwave plasma 0.6 (NO and NO2) 3.76 30
Microwave plasma with catalyst (MoCO3)

a 6 (NO) 0.84 57
Pulsed microwave dischargea 6 (NO) 0.6 32
Microwave plasma with magnetic fielda 14 (NO) 0.28 33
Pulsed plasma jet (Soft Jet) 0.02 (NOx) 0.42 This work

aObtained at reduced pressure (0.01–0.07 atm).
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electron temperature around 1 eV. This typically corresponds
to a reduced electric field (i.e., ratio of electric field over gas
number density; E/N) up to 50 Td. These conditions are most
suitable for N2 vibrational excitation (see ESI: Fig. S.10†). At
the same time, the gas temperature should be kept low, to
maintain a high vibrational population of the N2 molecules.
Such conditions are more easily achieved at low pressures,
where collisions (including V–T relaxation) are less prominent
(see also the best values in Table 2, for low-pressure plasmas).
However, by pulsing the plasma power,23,40,43,44 the same con-
ditions may be reached at higher (e.g., atmospheric) pressure,
because the time during the pulses is too short for consider-
able gas heating.40 This eliminates the need for low-pressure
equipment, which significantly enhances the process cost.10

Due to its pulsing regime, our Soft Jet obviously meets the
requirements of this holy grail for energy-efficient NOx pro-
duction, exactly by the combination of high vibrational exci-
tation and limited gas temperature (strong V–T non-equili-
brium; see Introduction). This is clearly revealed from our
model. Indeed, the calculated reduced electric field is around
30 Td, resulting in an electron temperature around 0.7–1.0 eV
in the pulses, for the various conditions investigated (see
Fig. 3b for the condition of 1 L min−1 feed gas flow rate. As
mentioned above, these values of reduced electric field and
electron temperature are ideal for transferring most of the elec-
tron energy to N2 vibrational excitation.

36 In addition, the elec-
tron number density is around 1013 cm−3 during the pulses
(see also Fig. 3b), which is fairly high, and thus also beneficial
for strong vibrational excitation.

Finally, the gas temperature, while being high (1750 K)
during the pulses, reduces to near room temperature in
between the pulses (interpulse period; see Fig. 3a), and the
time for V–T relaxation during the pulses is too short for sig-
nificant vibrational depopulation. Hence, a strong V–T non-
equilibrium is reached, important for splitting the strong
triple bond of N2: the vibrationally excited N2 molecules can
more easily overcome the energy barrier of NOx formation
through the non-thermal Zeldovich mechanism, as discussed
above. The degree of N2 vibrational excitation will be discussed
in next section.

Influence of pulsing on the vibrational excitation of N2 and
O2. Fig. 5 shows the calculated NO concentration as a function
of time, as formed during the train of pulses, within the gas
residence time in the plasma (Fig. 5a; black curve), as well as
the calculated vibrational distribution function (VDF) of N2

(Fig. 5b) at the time points indicated in Fig. 5a. The VDF
shows how the energy is distributed among the vibrationally
excited levels of a molecule, by plotting the relative density of
each level (normalised to the ground state).

In case of V–T equilibrium, the VDF exhibits a Boltzmann
distribution, dictated by the gas temperature (orange dashed
line in Fig. 5b). The calculated N2 VDF in our Soft Jet, however,
clearly deviates from the thermal Boltzmann distribution. As
time increases, the VDF builds up to higher populations of the
higher vibrational levels (see plateau in Fig. 5b), significantly
above the Boltzmann distribution, i.e. a strong V–T non-equili-

brium is reached. Inside the pulses, due to the relatively high
gas temperatures, V–T relaxation will also occur to some
extent, but the rate of V–T relaxation drops drastically when
the temperature drops after the pulses.67 This allows for a
longer lifetime of the vibrationally excited states and hence a
build-up of the V–T non-equilibrium (or plateau formation in
the VDF of N2) over the time of multiple pulses, as clearly illus-
trated in Fig. 5b.

Our model reveals that in our Soft Jet on average >99% of
NO is formed through vibrationally excited N2. However, not
every vibrational level contributes equally. The exact contri-
bution of each level depends on (i) the energy level (i.e., the
higher the level, the more the activation energy for the
Zeldovich mechanism is reduced), and (ii) the population
density of that level (and as is clear from Fig. 5b, the lower
vibrational levels have a higher population density). Fig. 6
shows the contribution of the various N2 vibrational levels to

Fig. 5 (a) Calculated NO concentration (black curve) as a function of
time, during its residence time in the plasma (at 1 L min−1), encountering
a train of pulses, and (b) calculated VDF of N2 taken in the middle of
each pulse, for four different time points, as indicated by the vertical
coloured lines in (a). The thermal VDF at 1750 K is also plotted.
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the rate of R2, for different times in and after one pulse.
N2(v12) has the highest contribution, both during the pulse
and the interpulse time. Indeed, the N2(v12) population is
sufficiently high (see plateau in the VDF of N2) and the acti-
vation energy is reduced to zero. The densities of the
vibrational levels above v12 are (significantly) lower, while the
lower N2(v) levels require a higher activation energy for R2.

Note that pulsing is mainly beneficial for increasing the
population of N2(v). Indeed, the V–T relaxation rate constant of
O2 is higher than for N2 at 300 K (kV–TO2

= 5 × 10−18 cm3 s−1 vs.
kV–TN2

= 10−18–10−19 cm3 s−1)68 and the reaction rate constant
for electron impact vibrational excitation of O2 is lower than
for N2 above electron temperatures of 0.6 eV.36,68 This results
in a Boltzmann-distributed (though elevated) VDF for O2(v)
(see ESI: Fig. S.11†). A lower degree of O2(v) is, however, not a
problem in plasma-based NOx formation, as the production of
O atoms is not the limiting process. Indeed, N2 has a much
higher dissociation energy compared to O2 (9.79 eV vs. 5.15
eV). Our model reveals that the density of O atoms is at least of
the same order of magnitude as the density of N atoms (see
next section). We should therefore focus especially on the non-
equilibrium in the VDF of N2 instead of O2.

Interesting to note, even though only a fraction of the gas
passes through the arc, this is enough to produce an adequate
amount of vibrational population for the formation of NOx.
The model shows how pulsing enables such high vibrational
population. A sufficiently high vibrational population (be it
Boltzmann or non-Boltzmann distributed), combined with a
low treatment fraction is not unique to the Soft Jet, a number
of other plasma set-ups produce a significant amount of NOx

while working with a small treatment fraction.14,15,36

NOx formation and loss mechanisms during the pulse and
interpulse

The most important formation and loss processes of NO
(including oxidation to NO2), as revealed by our model, are
listed in Table 3. Their calculated reaction rates are plotted
and discussed in detail in the ESI (Fig. S.12†). Here, we
present two sequential pulse–interpulse cycles, as a representa-
tive case study to explain the main reaction mechanisms in
the pulses and during the interpulse times; depicted in Fig. 7.
Panel (a) illustrates the reaction analysis, i.e., the importance
of the two steps of the (non-thermal) Zeldovich mechanism
(R1 and R2), as a function of time during the pulse and inter-
pulse period. Green represents the forward reaction (net NO
production), while black corresponds to the back reaction (net
NO loss). Panel (b) shows the corresponding densities of NO,
NO2, N and O in the same time-scale, as calculated in the
model.

Our model reveals that the non-thermal Zeldovich mecha-
nism promoted by vibrational excitation is the main mecha-
nism for NO formation (R1 and R2; see Table 3); see detailed
analysis in ESI, Section S.3.4.† It should be noted that the reac-
tions with highest rate, overall, are the oxidation of NO to NO2

(R3 in Table 3) and vice versa (R4), which produce a limited
amount of NO2 (<1 ppm at all investigated flow rates).

Fig. 6 Contribution of each N2 vibrational level to the rate of R2 (b), for
different time points specified in (a), both during the pulse (solid lines)
and during the interpulse time (dashed lines).

Table 3 Main reactions for the formation and loss (F, L) of NO. The net
reactions (R), as they occur for either NO formation or loss (including
oxidation to NO2), are denoted in bold. Note that R1, R2 and R3 are net
formation reactions for NO, while R4 is a net loss reaction

Reaction Process

NO formation N + O2(g,v) → NO + O F1
O + N2(g,v) → NO + N F2

NO loss NO + O → O2 + N L1
NO + N → N2 + O L2

NO ↔ NO2 NO2 + O → NO + O2 F3
NO + O2 → NO2 + O L3
NO2 + M → NO + O + M F4
NO + O + M → NO2 + M L4

Net reactions N + O2(g,v) ⇌ NO + O R1 = F1 – L1
O + N2(g,v) ⇌ NO + N R2 = F2 – L2
NO2 + O ⇌ NO + O2 R3 = L3 – F3
NO + O + M ⇌ NO2 + M R4 = F4 – L4

(g) and (v) denote the molecules in the ground state vs. vibrational
levels, respectively. Note that F2 can also occur from electronically
excited N2, but our model reveals that its contribution is only signifi-
cant at early times (7–11% until ca. 35 µs), afterwards its contribution
drops to zero (10−30%). M stands for any neutral molecule.
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However, they do not contribute to the initial NOx formation,
and are therefore not shown in Fig. 7.

R1 is mainly important during the pulses, due to the high
gas temperature. Its rate rises during successive pulses
because more N atoms become available. Thanks to the strong
V–T non-equilibrium (see Fig. 5b above), N2 dissociation is not
the limiting step. Indeed, Fig. 7b shows that the N and O con-
centrations are of the same order of magnitude.

After the pulses, the rate of R1 gradually drops to zero due
to the strong temperature drop, which reduces the reaction
rate constant (k) with a factor 106 (see ESI: Fig. S.13a;† full
line). Note, however, that the rate of R1 does not drop below
zero (which would correspond to NO loss) during the inter-
pulse time. This is an interesting aspect that will be discussed
in more detail in the next section.

The rate of R2 shows roughly the same trend as for R1
during the pulses, due to the high gas temperature. After the
pulse, however, the rate rises further, even though the rate
coefficient drops due to the lower temperature (see ESI:
Fig. S.13b;† full line). This is because N2(v) builds up a strong
V–T non-equilibrium during the interpulse time, and addition-

ally an abundance of O atoms is produced during and right
after the pulse (through R1; see dashed pink curve in Fig. 7b).
Subsequently, the rate of R2 drops below zero, corresponding
to net NO loss. Species availability is the determining factor at
this stage. Indeed, during the second half of the interpulse
period, less O atoms are available due to the drop in the rate
of R1, and the N atoms are now preferably used for the back
reaction of R2. Important to note is that the negative rate of R2
never exceeds the positive rate (i.e., production of NO). Hence,
while the NO production slows down and the NO concen-
tration drops slightly near the end of the interpulse time, the
NO concentration at the end of the pulse–interpulse cycle is
still higher than in the beginning of the pulse, demonstrating
that the NO concentration gradually builds up as a function of
time, as is also clear from Fig. 5a above.

In general we can conclude that the two steps of the non-
thermal Zeldovich mechanisms dominate the NO production.
They occur at high rates during the pulses, and gradually
become negligible (for R1) or occur in the backward direction
(for R2) during the interpulse period, but overall, they lead to
a steady rise in NO concentration as a function of time.

How pulsing assists N2 fixation at low energy consumption

We now discuss the specific lessons learned from the above
reaction analysis, that can be applied to plasma-based N2 fix-
ation more in general. Our Soft Jet plasma obviously results in
very low EC, and this is clearly attributed to the pulsing.

Exploiting the vibrational–translational non-equilibrium of
N2. The pulse train builds up the N2(v) population during the
pulses via electron impact vibrational excitation and
vibrational–vibrational (V–V) exchanges between vibrationally
excited N2 and O2 molecules. At the same time, the tempera-
ture drop in between the pulses prevents two things: (1) it pre-
vents loss of vibrational energy caused by V–T relaxation.
Indeed, low temperature plasma-based chemistry aims to
minimise energy losses through gas heating (hence through
V–T relaxation) to maximise the selective input of energy into
molecules for chemical reaction though for example
vibrational excitation. (2) It prevents N2–O2 V–V exchanges.
The latter was found to be a limiting mechanism for energy-
efficient NOx production in a gliding arc plasmatron in our
previous work.14 Indeed, because O2–O2 V–T relaxation is
faster than N2–N2 V–T relaxation,67 the N2–O2 V–V exchanges
connect the vibrational energy of N2 to a sink of O2–O2 V–T
relaxation. However, in our Soft Jet plasma, due to the temp-
erature drop after the pulses, the O2–O2 V–T relaxation rate
drops and this vibrational sink is limited, hence decreasing
the loss of energy into heat that would be caused by V–T
relaxation.

If power pulsing is properly adapted in the design of other
plasma sources, their EC could also be minimised. In order to
use pulsing in the most optimal way, a balance has to be
found between pulse-on and pulse-off times and the associ-
ated treatment fraction. Indeed, when the pulse is off for a
longer time to ensure cooling, the gas can obviously not be
treated and will therefore not be converted. The pulse charac-

Fig. 7 (a) Importance of R1 and R2 as a function of time during two
pulses and interpulse times, as indicated by a gradient scale (green =
forward reaction, i.e., net NO production; black = backward reaction,
i.e., net NO loss; white = no net production or loss). A darker shade indi-
cates a higher net rate, both in the forward or backward direction. (b)
Corresponding concentration of NO, NO2, N and O for the same two
pulses. The NO concentration is shown on the left y-axis, while the
other species concentrations are shown on the right y-axis. Note, the
NO2 concentration has been multiplied by 108 for better visibility.
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teristics are clearly the underlying reason for the low EC of our
Soft Jet, but the limited treatment fraction is also why the NOx

concentration is low compared to other plasma types.
Modelling can help in this regard: by changing the pulse
characteristics, an optimum between both should be found.

Suppressing the back reactions of the Zeldovich mechanism.
Next to promoting the N2 vibrational population, the other
main challenge in plasma-based NOx formation is limiting the
back reactions of the Zeldovich mechanism (L1 and L2 in
Table 3) to prevent NOx destruction. In continuous plasmas,
which operate at constant temperature, this is not straight-
forward, because both the back and forward reactions are pro-
moted at higher temperatures. However, their temperature
dependence is not exactly the same, and we can exploit this in
pulsed plasmas, due to the temperature drop in between the
pulses. The rate coefficients of the Zeldovich reactions are
plotted as a function of the gas temperature in the ESI
(Fig. S.13†).

Another point of attention, specifically for the Zeldovich
mechanism, is that both forward reactions (F1 and F2) and
their back reactions (L1 and L2) compete for the same species.
For instance, the O atoms are used for NO formation (F2) and
for NO loss (L1). By pulsing the plasma, the temperature
dependence of the corresponding reaction rate coefficients can
be used to selectively limit the loss reaction (L1). Indeed, the
rate coefficients of both the forward and back reaction of R1
increase with temperature, but the temperature dependence
for L1 is much more pronounced (see ESI, Fig. S.13a†).
Therefore, the drop in temperature in the interpulse period
essentially limits the back reaction. In addition, while the rate
coefficients of both L1 and F2 are more temperature-depen-
dent than for L2 and F1 (Fig. S.13†), the rate of F2 is signifi-
cantly enhanced by the rise in N2(v) population during the
interpulse period, and therefore the O atoms are preferable
consumed in F2 (NO production) as opposed to L1 (NO loss).

In the case of R2, suppressing the back reaction (L2) is
more challenging, as its rate coefficient is temperature-inde-
pendent and relatively high compared to the other reactions at
play in the Zeldovich mechanism (Fig. S.13b†). The rate coeffi-
cient of the forward reaction would only be greater than that of
the back reaction above 13 200 K. This means that a drop in
temperature does not favour one reaction over the other, but
instead, it is more a matter of reactive species availability (O
and N2(g,v)). Thus, based only on the rate coefficients, R2
would benefit from a high temperature (and not from the
temperature drop after the pulses), but it is also strongly pro-
moted by a high N2(v) population, which is more pronounced
at lower temperature. Hence, a balance between these factors
needs to be found to fully exploit pulsing in order to maximise
energy-efficient NOx production in plasma.

Economic viability of plasma-based NOx production

When discussing plasma-based N2 fixation, the comparison
with the HB process is commonly made, based on production
rate and EC of N-fixated species. However, the inherent differ-
ences between the HB process and plasma-based N2 fixation

are substantial, and plasma-based processes offer other advan-
tages, because they are electricity-based, flexible, and they can
operate on a small scale for decentralisation, as explained in
the Introduction. Therefore, a direct comparison with the HB
process regarding production rate and EC is not a great indi-
cator of whether or not plasma-based N2 fixation is economi-
cally viable.10 To answer the latter, Rouwenhorst et al. per-
formed a techno-economic analysis (TEA) on plasma-based
NOx production,

11 and Anastasopoulou et al. carried out a Life
Cycle Assessment (LCA) of plasma-based NO production.69

The TEA concluded that plasma-based NOx production for
HNO3 synthesis will become a highly competitive alternative to
electrolysis-based HB combined with the Ostwald process, if
the EC can be reduced to 0.7 MJ (mol N)−1.11 This is mainly
due to the low capital expenditure of plasma-based conver-
sions.11 The lowest theoretical EC limit of plasma-based NOx

production is 0.2 MJ (mol N)−1,45 while the EC of NH3 syn-
thesis via the Haber–Bosch process is at least two times higher
(0.48 MJ (mol N)−1).10 This potential is a large driving force in
plasma-based NOx production research.45 However, in practice
such a low EC had not yet been reported in atmospheric-
pressure plasmas, before this work.

Likewise, the LCA encourages plasma-based N2 fixation
research by stating that plasma demonstrates strong capabili-
ties in becoming a viable alternative to the current nitric acid
production process, provided that certain optimization steps
are considered, such as the use of renewable energy and at
least either 10% NO yield, tail gas recycle or energy recovery.69

Our work demonstrates that plasma-based NOx production
can meet the first prerequisite, based on the TEA, namely an
EC below 0.7 MJ (mol N)−1. By combining knowledge from a
pulsed plasma source, like the Soft Jet, with other well-per-
forming atmospheric pressure plasma setups, such as a rotat-
ing gliding arc plasma (5.4% NOx; 2.5 MJ (mol N)−1),15 we
believe it is attainable to meet the second prerequisite, based
on the LCA, regarding the NOx yield as well.

Conclusions

We presented a pulsed power plasma source (Soft Jet) operat-
ing at atmospheric pressure with dry air as feed gas, for NOx

production at a very low energy consumption (EC) of 0.42 ±
0.03 MJ (mol N)−1. This is the lowest EC reported for plasma-
based NOx production at atmospheric pressure to date.

To gain insight into the underlying mechanisms of this
record-low EC, we developed a chemical kinetics model, which
provides very good agreement with the experiments at the full
range of flow rates (0.4–2.0 L min−1) and can thus be used for
reaction analysis. The model pinpoints the specific aspects of
pulsed plasma power, that allow for such a low EC.

Our reaction analysis indeed illustrates that pulsing is the
key for energy-efficient plasma-based NOx production, by the
drop in gas temperature in between the pulses, which affects
the rates of the forward and back reactions of the Zeldovich
mechanism in a delicate way, and also enhances the N2
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vibrational population, crucial for the (most efficient) non-
thermal Zeldovich mechanism.

The exact pulse and interpulse times appear to be critical
for finding a balance between the drop in temperature and the
fraction of gas treated by the plasma (pulses). In our Soft Jet,
this ratio of pulse and interpulse times appears to be nearly
ideal for energy-efficient NOx formation, as evidenced by the
unprecedented low EC, as compared to other studies in litera-
ture. On the other hand, the NOx concentrations obtained are
very low (0.02%), attributed to a limited fraction of gas passing
through the plasma, and this might also be improved by a
somewhat shorter interpulse period.

While this Soft Jet plasma is thus not suitable for practical
applications due to the low NOx production, the concepts
revealed in our study will be very useful for other plasma
devices, which exhibit a larger fraction of gas passing through
the plasma, and which can hopefully be further improved by a
careful selection of the pulse and interpulse times, based on
the insights obtained in our study.

In terms of economic viability, we demonstrated that it is
possible with pulsed plasma to almost reach the theoretical
minimum EC of plasma-based NOx formation, and to meet the
required EC (of 0.7 MJ (mol N)−1) for plasmas to be competi-
tive with the electrolysis-based HB and Ostwald process for
HNO3 synthesis, as recently defined in a TEA by Rouwenhorst
et al.11

Additionally, when the insights from our work about the
influence of pulsed plasma on the EC can be combined with
other well-performing atmospheric-pressure plasma setups,
such as a rotating gliding arc plasma (5.4% NOx; 2.5 MJ (mol
N)−1),15 we believe it is realistic to meet the second prerequi-
site (based on a LCA), regarding the NOx yield as well.

Sustainable generation of reactive nitrogen (like NOx) is
paramount and plasma-based processes are promising in this
field, as they are electricity-driven, and can easily be switched
on–off, i.e. they can easily be coupled to fluctuating renewable
electricity, providing grid stabilisation and peak shaving, and
they are suitable for small-scale decentralised fertiliser pro-
duction. In this work, we showed that pulsed plasmas can be
the key for such energy-efficient sustainable fertiliser and base
chemical production.
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